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Recognition Memory for Pairs of i'.rds as a Function of

Associative Context*

This report was prompted by previous work (Underwood, 1974)

which showed that recognition of two words in a pair associated

by cultural usage (e.g., table-chair) was no better following a

single study trial than was the recognition of pairs in which the

words were not associated. Generally speaking, therefore, the con-

cern is with the function of associative context in recognition

memory. The specific purpose of the present studies was to test a

theoretical account formulated after the above finding. It is

obvious that a theory stemming from a null result can have meaning

only'if it leads to predictions of differences under certain con-

ditions. The background for such predictions will now be deyeloped.

The theoretical approach assumes that event frequency is

fundamentally involved in recognition decisions. The evidence

indicates that the memory system may assimilate frequency informa-

tion about events abstracted from larger nominal events (Underwood,

1971). That such abstraction may occur in a labor wry task is

shown by studies ivwhich sentences are presented for study fol-

lowed by frequency judgments on words from the sentences (e.g.,

Jacoby, 1972). Other evidence suggests that even the frequency of

a syllable from a two-syllable word may have a representation in

memory (Underwood & Zimmerman, 1973). lt* is not of moment for the

*The work of Charles S. Reichardt and Robex* A. Malmi., who super-
vised the data collection, is gratefully acknowledged.
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present argument that the abstracted frequency information in
..

such cases may deviate considerably from true frequency; it is

sufficient to note onlyethat some frequency information is pre-

sent for the abstracted event.

An examination will4how be made of the distinguishable

events when a subject is presented a pair of associated words

(High Pairs) and a pair of nonassociated words (Zero Pairs) for

study. The theory jassumes that there are three sources of event

frequency which may be represented in memory after study, namely,

frequency for each word independently, and frequency of the pair

as a unit. The magnitude of the-latter phenomenal frequency will

be directly related to the level of associative strength existing

inittilWbetween the two words. Finally, it is assumed that the

total frequency input to a pair will be constant for a pair re-

gardless of the level of initial associative strength. This

means that for Zero Pairs the frequency assimilation accrues

largely to each word as a unit, with a minimum frequency for the

pair as a unit. For the High Pairs,, on the other hand, the pair

as a unit accrues more frequency than does each word as a unit.

The latter is equivalent to saying that the phenomenal frequency

representation for a two-syllable word as a unit is greater than

for the frequency representation of each syllable. ...

The language used above may seem a bit troublesome. Fre-

I
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quency increment, it would seem, can only occur by discrete

steps. How is it possible, therefore, to sort a constant fre-

quency input differentially among three events? There are a num-

ber of ways to rationalize this matter, but for the time being it

is simply assumed that' across subjects the phenomenal frequency

for the High Pairs as a unit will be greater than for the Zero

Pairs, and that the phenomenal frequency for each word in the

Zero Pairs will be greater than for the'High Pairs. Given these

premises, the recognitioh of High and Zero Pairs could be equival-

lent. However, a simple manipulation leads to differential pre-

dictions for the two types of pairs. Tf, after presenting the

pairs for study, recognition memory is tested for single words

from the pairs, two outcomes must be observed to support the

theory. First, the increase in errors (over pair recognition)

must be greater for the High Pairs than for the Zero Pairs. This

follows from the assumption that each word in the High Pairs has

lower phenomenal frequency than does each word in the Zero Pairs.

Second, frequency judgments for the single word: must confirm the

assumption about differential phenomenal frequency for the single

words in the two types of pairs.

A rather comprehensive study was undertaken to test these

expectations. A quite unexpected outcome disallowed the theore-

tical tests. A second experiment was performed to solve the pro-

3
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blem raised by the first, and then a third was necessary for the

theoretical decisions. In the interest of brevity, the first

experiment will be described briefly, followed by a detailed re-

port of the other two experiments.

First experiment. Twenty-four critical stimulus words were

found for each of which there was a homonym, a primary associate,
4

a low associate, and a zero associate. The hqmonyms and the low

associates were of secondary interest for the central problem.

Across four forms for different grqups of subjects, each of the

four classes of response terms for a stimulus term was used once

in the study list. A given subject had six pairs of each class

in the study list plus 12 other neutral pairs which occurred

twice4 and 12 which occurred three times each. The pairs were

presented at a 3-second rate for study with a paced recognition

test at the same rate. On the recognition test six new pairs

were included for each of the four classes of response terms,

and the neutral pairs given frequencies of two and three were

also tested. Of course, the experiment included groups who were

tested on single words from the pairs. However, the critical

finding concerns the recognition tests for the High and Zero Pairs.
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Figure 1. Recognition performance as a function of input
frequency and associated (High) and nonassociated (Zero)
word pairs.
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This finding appears as Figure 1 in which the input frequencies

0 and 1 (new and'old) are plotted on the baseline, and the percent

errors (false alarms and misses) are shown on the ordinate.

The obvious fact showii by Figure 1 was that pair recognition

was not equivalent for the Zero and High Pairs. For the misses,

1

the difference between 12.57° for the High Pairs and 36.77. for

the Zero Pairs was highly reliable, t (39) = 5.80, crdiff based

on raw scores, .25. Of the 40 subjects, only four had fewer

errors on the Zero Pairs than on the High Pairs. The results

were in direct contradiction to an earlier study (Underwood, 1974;

Experiment VI) in which recognition was not statistically different
111

for the two types of pairs. That the finding in Figure 1 was

not a statistical aberration was shown by the results of another

condition in which the subjects made frequency judgments of the

pairs. When these results were scored in terms of misses

(assigning a value of zero to a pair that had been presented for

study),,and false alarms (assigning a positive,value for a pair

4.
that had not been presented for study) the difference was much

the same as in Figure 1.

The procedures for the two experiments producing contradictory

outcomes were examined in an attempt to identify the interacting

variable or variables which must have been involved. As noted

earlier, in choosing High and Zero Pairs from word-association
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tables, only stimulus words were allowed which also had homonyms.

It seemed possible that the imposition of this restriction on the

choice of stimulus words, a restriction that was not imposed,in

the choice of pairs for the earlipr experiment, may have resulted

in a set of High and Zero Pairs which were different in some

critical way from the pairs used earlier.

The second possibility related to a difference in llst

structure. In the earlier study the subject studied a list of
I

50 pairs, 25 of which were High Pairs (if five homonym pairs are

included) and 25 Zero Pairs. In the present study there were

only six High Pairs and six pairs of homonyms. In addition,

there were six pairs of low associates (frequency of o&rin word-

association tables), six Zero Pairs, and 24 unrelated pairs.

Thus, in the present study, the proportion of obviously related

pairs was less than in the earlier study. It is possible that

for this reason, or for some other reason, the subjects in the

present study selectively rehearsed the six High Pairs, even to

the extent of displacing the rehearsal to pairs seen earlier in

the list. Tf.this was occurring, it should be reflected in the

results for the group of subjects assigned the task of making

frequency judgments for the pairs. The data showed that the

mean frequency judgments for the High Pairs was .99, for the Low

Pairs, .81. Of the 40 subjects in this group, only five assigned
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higher frequency ratings tto the Zeri5 Pairs than to the High Pairs.

The problem implied in the above discussion is the problem

of mixed lists, although in this case the two lists in question

differ only in the degree of mixing. Bruder and Silverman (1972)

had earlier questioneL the use of mixed lists for recognition

studies, suggesting that subjects may displace rehearsal and

thereby spend more time on difficult than on easy items. Actually,

their data did not give strong support to the supposition. Still,

it is possible that in the earlier study intiihich-Zero and High

Pairs were found to be equivalent in recognition the subjects may

have selectively rehearsed the Zero Pairs at the expense of the

High. Pairs, or that in the present study the High Pairs were

rehearsed at the expense of the Zero Pairs. The only definitive

way to rule out such possibilities is to use unmixed lists.

Two possible interacting variables have been suggested to

account for the discrepancy in the results for recognition of

High and Zero Pairs: (1) different samples of associates, and (2)

mixed lists. In Experiment 2, both possibilities were tested.

Experiment 2

Method

Lists. One set of lists (Set I) Was the same as that used i

the first experiment. This set consisted of 24 High Pairs and 24

Zero Pairs, both types of pairS having the same stimulus terms.

. .
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To illustrate, three'of the High Pairs were bread-butter, not-now,

beet-red, and the corresponding Zero Pairs were bread-soul, not-

seek, beet-steady. A second set (Set II) was made up of completely

different High and Zero Pairs. It will be remembered that all of

the stimulus terms used in Set I had homonyms; of the 24 stimulus

terms making up Set II, only thfee had homonyms. The response

terms (right-hand terms) for the Zero Pairs were selected from

the responses produced to other stimulus words in word-associatiOn

tables (several sources), and were chosen to have varying numbers

of letters and varying frequencies405=approximate the character-

istics of the response terms for the High Pairs.

Procedure and subjects. The four unmixed lists (Set I, High

and Zero Pairs; Set II, High and Zero Pairs) were presented to

four independent groups of subjects. Each pair was presented for

3 seconds on a memory drum for the study trial. The subjects

were fully informed of the nature of the recognition test before
.

the study list ,was ptesented, and these instructions were

repeated just prior to the test. Two primacy pairs were used,in

each list but these were not tested. The YES-NO recognition test

consisted of 48 pairs. This was made up of the 24 pairs given

on the study trial and 24 new pairs from the other set.

A random order*of study was determined for the 24 pairs and

this order was-used for both the High and Zero lists. On the

s.

No.
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test, the iix old pairs from the first quarterof the study list

were randomly mixed with six new pairs and presented as the first

quarter of the test list. The other three quarters of the study

list were handled in the same manner, This allowed the retention

interval between study and test to be roughly` equivalent for all

pairs. The test was paced at a 3-second-rate. As each pair was

Aresented the subject was required to make a YES-NO decision,

guessing if necessary.

There were 30 college students assigned to each of the four

lists by a block randomized schedule.

Results

The results are plotted in Figure 2 for each set separately.

As can be seen, for both sets ihe errors (false alarms and misses)

were a little more frequent for the Zero Pairs than for the High

Pairs. However, statistically speaking, ,none,nf the differences

was reliable using the .05 confidence level. In making the. tests,

the raw sum of the misses and false alarms was used as the re-
.4

sponse measure. The F(1, 116) for Zero-High was 1.89, for Set I

versus Set II, 2.56, and for the interaction, 2.56,'MSe = 10.58.

A comparison between Figures 1 and 2 shows that the major change

resulting from the use of unmixed lists was the large reduction
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Figure 2. Recognition performance for two different sets of associated and
nonassociated word pairs.
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in errors on the Zero Pairs.

It appears beyond reasonable doubt that an unmixed'list may

give quite a different assessment of the influence of a task

variable than that given by a mixed list. Selective rehearsal in

studying the mixed list seems"to be the likely cause, although no

direct evidence of this was obtained. In any event, the results

of Experiment 2 are quite comparable to those found in the

earlier published study (Underwood, 1974) which prompted the post

hoc theory. The purpose of Experiment 3 was to test this theory,

using unmixed lists in all conditions.

Experiment 3

The theory predicts that following, the study of Zero and

High Pairs, recognition of single words from the pairs will be

-better for Zero than for High.words, and that these differences

will also be reflected in frequency judgments for the individual

words. However, to obtain the complete picture, recognition and

frequency judgments were also obtained OR pairs. A total of eight

conditions was required. Study of a list of High Pairs was

followed by one of four tests: frequenct judgments or pairs,

recognition tests of the pairs, frequency judgments of single

words from the pairs, and recognition tests of single words from

the pairs. The same four tests were given following the study of

the Zero Pairs.
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Method

Lists. The 48 High Pairs and 48 Zero Pairs of Sets I and II

of Experiment 2 constituted the lists. From the 48 pairs of

each type, 24 were chosen randomly to form the study lists. The

random selection was based on the stimulus terms so that a random

choice automatically included the High and Zero Pairs having the

same stimulus terms. From the remaining 24 stimulus terms, 12

were chosen randomly to constitute pairs given multiple repetitions

in the study list, four each at frequencies 2, 3, and 4. The

remaining 12 stimulus. terms identified the new pairs for the test

list.

The study lists involved 62 positions. Two pairs were used

as primacy buffers and were not tested. Twenty-four positions

were used for the critical pairs, each presented once. The re-

maining 36 positions were required for the 12 pairs given multiple

repetitions. Repeated pairs were distributed systematically

across the list, i.e., pairs occurring twice appeared once in

each half, pairs occurring three times appeared once in each third,

and pairs occurring four times, once in each quarter. These

positions were assigned initially, following which the 24 critical

pairs were assigned to the remaining positions.

Some additional comments should be made about the nature of

the High Pairs. When tests were made on single words taken from
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these pairs, the so-called stimulus word was always used. This

has the distinct advantage that precisely the same words were

used for the singles tests for High and Zero Pairs. However, it

leads to the possibility that on the tests in which single words

are used following the study of High Pairs the subject may generate

associates. The decision on the single word might be made by

generating the correct associate (paired with the stimulus term

on the study list) and thereby simulate pair testing. Two steps

were taken to minimize this possibility. First, the tests were

made at a paced, 3-second rate so that time available for genera-

tion was minimal. Second, the associated pairs represented a

number of types of associates. Within the lists were conceptual

associates (e.g., pear-fruit), opposites or antonyms (e.g.,

peace-war), synonyms (e.g., coarse-rough), parallel associates,

(e.g., cup-saucer), and others difficult to categorize (e.g.,

sheep-lamb). It was believed that such a variety of types would

further prevent the subject from successfully using a generation

procedure. Finally, the association value varied widely, from 5%

(flower-pretty) to 69% (saucer-cup). This in part resulted from

the requirement imposed in the earlier experiment that a stimulus

term have a homonym, but was intentional in constructing Set II

used in Experiment 2. This wide variation in association value

also provides a test of recognition performance as a function of

.)
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associative strength.

The test lists consisted of the 48 High or Zero Pairs or the

48 stimulus words from the 48 pairs. The test order corresponded

roughly to the study order as a consequence of randomizing within

study quarters to determine the test order. The 12 new pairs (or

single words from the new pairs where appropriate) were assigned

three to each quarter of the test lists.

Procedure and subjects. The study list was presented at a

3-second rate. The instructions requested that the subjects

associate the two words in each pair in preparation for a memory

test. Instructions for the test were not given until after the

study phase. On the tests the subjects made: (I) YES-NO

decisions on pairs, or (2) a frequency estimate'of each pair, or

(3) YES-NO decisions on single words, or (4) frequency estimates

of single words. All of these tests were conducted at a 3-

second rate on the memory drum. If a subject failed to respond

within the 3-second period (which happened rarely), the experi-

menter returnedto the item for a decision after finishing the

remainder of the list.

Each of the eight conditions was represented by 40 college-

student subjects assigned to conditions by a block randomized

schedule.
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Results

Recognition.. The theory predicts that there will be a greater

increase in recognition errors (misses) between pair recognition

and single-word recognition for High Pairs than for Zero Pairs.

The data are plotted in Figure 3 for the items presented once

for study. Two tests of the prediction may be made from the data

of Figure 3. One test arises from the groups who made recognition

decisions, the other from the groups who made frequency judgments.

As described earlier, a recognition measure may be derived for

the latter groups by identifying a miss when the subject assigned

a zero to an item which had been presented for study, Altid identi-

fying a false alarm when the subject assigned a positive value

to a new item. To support the predictions the differences in

misses between the two lines with filled circles (High Pairs and

singles from High Pairs) must be greater than the differences in

misses between the two lines with unfilled circles (Zero Pairs

and singles from Zero Pairs). The results give no support to the

expectation, either from the data based on recognition decisions

or from those based on frequency judgments. The statistical

evidence for this will be presented before other characteristics

of the results are pointed out.
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One measure used for analysis was the sum of the misses and

false alarms. The analysis was performed on raw errors, and be-

cause there were only half as many new items asold, the number

of false alarms was doubled for each subject. With three inde-

pendent variables (Zero-High, pair-single, recognition-frequency)

only two reliable sources of variance were found and both were

main effects, namely, Zero-High (F = 27.03) and single-pair

(F = 23.56), both evaluated with 1 and 312 df, MSe = 20.59.

is apparent in Figure 3, recognition was better for High than for

Zero Pairs, and better for pairs than for singles.

Strictly speaking, the theory makes predictions only for

misses, not for false alarms. No conclusion changed, however,

when the analysis included only misses except thit more misses

occurred with recognition than with frequency judgments.

As noted, more errors were made on Zero Pairs than on High

Pairs. This would seem to be in contradiction to the results of

Experiment 2 where statistically there was no difference between

the pair types. However, if only the scores for the pairs are

used, for either recognition or for frequency judgments, the

difference between Zero and High Pairs is not reliable. Never-

theless, in all experiments reported here the errors have always

been less for High Pairs than for Zero Pairs so that a difference

of relatively small magnitude seems to be a reliable effect.

s-4
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Figure 1 shows that the slopes of the lines for the frequency

judgments scored as recognition decisions are appreciably less

than are those for recognition. Comparatively speaking, more

false alarms and fewer misses occur for frequency judgments than

for recognition, although total errors do not differ. This c1717-7"'

firms earlier results (Underwood, 1974) and, as discussed in this

earlier publication, may be interpreted as differences in the

criterion (beta) set by the subjects in the two situations.

Frequency judgments. According to the theory under scrutiny,

the frequency information accruing to a pair on the study trial

may be identified with each word independently and with the pair

as a unit. It was assumed that phenominal frequency would be

higher for individual words in Zero Pairs than for those in High

Pairs, but that the reverse would be true for the pair a# a unit.

Therefore, there should be less reduction in the frequency judg-

ments between pairs and singles for Zero Pairs than between p*airs

and singles, for High Pairs. The basic analysis was made on pairs

presented once. The mean judgments were .98 and .95 for Zero and

High Pairs, respectively, and .96 and .91 for the corresponding

judgments on single words from the pairs. An analysis of these

four means showed that neither of the variables nor the interaction

approached statistical reliability. The largest F (Zero versus

High) was 1.37, (1, 156), MSc ,,. 4.41. These data indicate ,that the
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decrement in recognition performance between tests for pairs and

tests for single words was not accompanied by a decrement of

comparable statistical agnitude in the mean frequency judgments.

It can be argued that the variability of frequency judgments

for items presented an equal number of times is a more appropriate

measure of the disturbance of frequency information than is the

main judgment. A standard deviation for the judgments of the 24

items presented once was calculated for each subject in the four

groups making fequency judgments. These standard deviations were

treated as raw scores. The means were .52 and .45 f8r the Zero

and High Pairs, re pectively, with the corresponding means for the

single words being 68 and .51. The change in variability between

pair Judgments and ingle-word judgments is opposite'to theoretical

expectations in that the increase in variability is greater for

Zero than for High Plars. However, the difference was not relighle

statistically. The inalysis showed the Zero-High variable to be

reliable (F = 15.14) as was the increase from pairs to singles

(F = 13.14), 1 agd 116 df, MSc = .035, but the interaction was not

(F = 2.86).

It will be remembered that 12 pairs were given multiple

repetitions during study, four at each of three frequency levels

(2, 3, 4). An inspection of the mils frequency judgments for these

High and Zero pairs showed them to be essentially equivalent. How-
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ever, it is of more interest to examine the frequency judgments of

the single words taken from the 12 pairs. As a response measure,

product-moment correlations were calculated between the input or

true frequency and the judged or phenomenal frequency of the 12

items for each subject. Each correlation was assigned a z' and the

means of the two groups tested statistically. Although the t

(1.76) indicated that the difference was not reliable, it was in

the opposite direction predicted by the theory, the retransformed

mean r being .43 for Zero Pairs and .56 for High Pairs. It must

be concluded that there is no evidence in the frequency judgments

in support of the theoretical expectations.

Errors by items. The number of misses made on each of the 24

items presented once was determined for each condition by summing

across subjects within conditions. Again, when frequency judgments

were made a miss was identified when a frequency of zero was as-

signed, thus corresponding to a NO in recognition.

Three different sets of four correlations are given in Table

1. The first set deals with the relationships between errors by

items for recognition and for frequency judgments. There were

four pairs of conditions from which this relationship was calcu-

lated. For example, the first entry of .67 represents the relation-
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Table 1

Various Relationships Between the Errors made on the 24 Items

Presented Once. The Entries are Product-Moment Correlations

(With 22 df, r of .40 is reliable at the .05 level)

(3)
Recognition x Frequency Judgments

High Pairs .67

Zero Pairs .69

High Singles .80

Zero Singles .64

Pairs x Singles

Recognition High .76

Recognition Zero .39

Frequency High .59

Frequency Zero .50

High x Zero

Recognition Pairs -.07
,

Recognition Singles .53

Frequency Pairs -.20

Frequency Sthgles .13

.7

. J b
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ship between the errors on the 24 High Pairs when tested under

recognition and under frequency judgments. The second set asks

about the commonality in'error frequency by items when the two

variables are pair tests and tests of single items. The third

set relates errors for High and Zero Pairs, the rationale being

that for Pair Tests the High and Zero Pairs had the same left -

hand terms but different right-hand terms, whereas on the singles

test, the single words were identical for Zero and High Pairs.

Looking at the correlations between frequency judgments and

recognition decisions it is seen that the relationship is quite

uniformly high. This supports previous findings (e.g., Underwood,

1974) and indicates that item difficulty is much the same for

recognition and for frequency judgments. The second set of cor-

relations (Pairs x Singles) indicates some correspondence in error
4

frequencies for pairs and for single words taken from those pairs.

The third set of.correlations relates errors on High and Zero
1

Pairs. For pair judgments there is essentially no relationship

indicating that the left-hand word '(common to Zero and High Pairs)

had no control of the, errors when the right-hand word varied. Even

when tested as a single word the left-hand members did not exert

a strong common influence.

Finally, the error frequency for the 24 items may be related

to the normative associative strength of the High Pairs. There
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was no relationship. The correlation between associative strength

and missea,for the 24 pairs was -.06 and .00 for pair recognition

and pair frequency judgments, respectively.

Discussion

The results of the third experiment have, completely failed to

support the theoretical idea that phenomenal frequency information

may differ for the single words and for the pairs as a unit in

associated and nonassociated pairs presented for study. The tests

appear to have been appropriate ones, particularly in view of the

close relationships shown between frequency judgments and recogni-

tion decisions in most aspects of the data.

It now appears with some certainty that associative context

is not a variable of importance in determining performance on

recognition task when associative context is defined in_terms of

culturally developed associations plus the additional associative

development which would occur on a single trial. The evidence

will be summarized.

1. Although the performance on the High Pairs is always a

little better than that on the Zero Pairs, even this small dif-

ference may be attributed to factors other than associative

strength. For example, the response terms in the two types of

pairs must necessarily be different and may be responsible for the

small effects obtained. The fact that more false alarms tended to

. 4 0
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occur on Zero Pairs than. on High Pairs (e.g., Figure 2) suggest

some difference in recogniiibility that may be independent of the

interword association.

2.. Breaking or eliminating the so-called associative context

by testing single words had no greater effect on the High Pairs

than on the Zero Pairs. If the intactness of associative context

is a substantial controlling factor in recognition performance,

the High Pairs should have shown the greater decrement.

3. There was no relationship between the strength of the

culturally developed associations and recognition performance

within the High Pairs:-

Such evidence makes it extremely difficult to speak of

4.

associative context as being represented by associations developed

among items within a task, or, if so, it must be viewed as an all

or none matter in which level or degree of association is not

involved. That there is a,true deficit in recognition resulting

from the elimination of one of the words from a study pair at the

time of test seems beyond doubt; it his been a fairly universal

finding, including the findings of the present experiments. This

fact clearly requires some theoretical account but it seems pru-

dent at this point to resist the temptation to develop, further

post hoc hypotheses.

It is possible that culturally developed associations do not
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provide the proper vehicle for studying associativecontext,

Perhaps laboratory developed associations would give a different

decision. The difficulty with this approach is that in developing

such associations the learning of items per se would be so high

that few recognition errors would be made even after long reten-

tion intervals (e.g., Ellis & Shumate, 1973).

Finally, it seems useful to emphasize that once again the use

of mixed lists to study the influence of a task variable has proven

to be a misleading approach.

\

j J.
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